In this paper, a fuzzy logic controller is proposed for an application of HVDC link to stabilize the frequency oscillation in a parallel AC -DC interconnected power systems. When an interconnected AC power system is subjected to a load disturbance, system frequency may be considerably disturbed and The proposed control technique is studied for a two area non -reheat thermal power systems. From simulation results, the performance of the FLC is better during load disturbances.
INTRODUCTION
Power engineers have the responsibility to deliver economical, adequate and quality power to consumers. In order to achieve this, the power system must be maintained at the desired operating level by implementing modern control strategies. The control of power systems is becoming increasingly more complex due to large interconnections. In an interconnected network, a disturbance in one line, leads to effects on the neighbouring systems change in tie-line power and frequency, causing serious problem of Load Frequency Control (FLC). LFC is a simple mechanism to maintain or restore the frequency and tie -line power flow among the interconnected power systems within the specified limit [1, 2] .
LFC is a very important factor in power system operation and control for supplying sufficient and reliable electric power with good quality. There has been continuing interest in designing load frequency controller with better performance during the past 30 years. Many control strategy for LFC have been proposed since the 1970s [3] . Recently, applications of power electronics devices in AC power systems provide attractive benefits of economics and innovative technologies. In particular,
High-Voltage Direct Current transmission link (HVDC link) offers major advantages in meeting these requirements, including long distance overhead bulk power transmission, transmission between unsynchronized AC systems [4] [5] [6] , and marine cable transmission.
A sophisticated advantage of HVDC link is the enhanced damping of AC transmission using power modulation via an HVDC link in a parallel AC-DC interconnected power system [4] . When an AC power system is subjected to load disturbance, the system frequency may be considerably perturbed from the operating frequency. This may cause severe problems in system frequency oscillations. The deviation of frequency oscillations, that exceed the normal limit, directly interrupts the operation of power system.
Moreover, the frequency oscillations may experience serious stability problems usually in the form of low frequency oscillations due to insufficient system damping. To overcome this problem, this paper not only takes the advantage of power modulation control offered by HVDC link to enhance the system damping, but also extends to stabilize frequency oscillations in an AC power system. By utilizing the interconnections between AC power systems as control channels of power modulation of HVDC link, this creates a new application of the HVDC link to stabilize frequency oscillations.
Due to unnecessary error in the past, conventional PI controller does not provide adequate control performance. The difficulty in obtaining the optimum settling time of previously said controller is mitigated by using FLC [7] [8] [9] , which gives the opportunity to describe the control action in qualitative term and symbolic form. The proposed control can also be coordinated with conventional integral control for greater efficiency.
PROBLEM FORMULATION OF PROPOSED CONTROL
A typical two area interconnected system through AC -DC links is shown in Fig.1 . At area -1 there is a DC transmission line and an inverter, whereas in area -2, the HVDC link mainly consists of a rectifier. with an HVDC link is also provided from area 2.
Through HVDC link, area-2 offers frequency stability to area-1 [4] . The proposed method has large capability of frequency stabilisation to other interconnected areas having less capability. The proposed control can serve as a new auxiliary service for stabilising future unregulated power systems. speed performance is that the dynamics of governors in both areas can be neglected in the control design of HVDC link for simplicity.
DESIGN

Control Design
The Here, the control scheme for power modulation of HVDC link (ΔPDC) is designed by the eigenvalue assignment method, so that the dynamic aspect of the inter-area oscillation mode between areas 1 and 2 is specified. This mode can be explicitly expressed after applying the variable transformation.
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Where, C is a transformation matrix, Y is the transformed state vector, and X is the state vector in (1).
Therefore, the transformed system can be expressed as . According to the process of overlapping decompositions [4] , the system S can be expanded as For system stabilization, consider two interconnected subsystems S 1and S 2. The terms in the right hand sides of (5) and (6) can be separated into the decoupled subsystems (as indicated in the parenthesis in (5) and (6)) and the interconnected subsystems. As mentioned in Ikeda et al15, if each decoupled subsystem can be stabilized by its own input, the asymptotic stability of the interconnected overlapping subsystems S 1 and S 2 are maintained. Moreover, the asymptotic stability of the original system S is also guaranteed. Consequently, the interactions with the interconnected subsystems in (5) and (6) It can be verified that the eigenvalues of (9) are α ± jβ, ie, the inter-area oscillation mode in the system S. It should be noticed that by virtue of overlapping decompositions, the physical characteristic of the original system is still preserved after the process. Here, the control purpose of HVDC link is to damp the peak value of frequency deviation after sudden load disturbance. By eigenvalue assignment method, the feedback control scheme of ΔPDC can be expressed as ) 10 (
Note that, the state feedback scheme is constructed by two measurable signals, ie a frequency deviation of area 1 and an AC tie-line power deviation.
The integral controller has received a great deal of attention in the process control areas. Integral controller is a device that produces an output signal, which is integral to the input signal. The system control outputs, which depends on the area control error, that is given by ---------- (11) ----------(12) 
Fuzzy Logic Controller:
Based on the earlier research results of this stabilisation of frequency in the interconnected power system [10] [11] [12] , we can design the fuzzy logic controller. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic establish the rule of a nonlinear mapping. The use of fuzzy sets provides a basic for a systematic ways for the application of uncertain and indefinite models. A two area interconnected power system with parallel AC -DC link is considered here as shown in fig.3 .
The overall system can be modelled as a multivariable system in the form of Where the System State vector x consists of nine variables as A, B and E are system state matrix, distribution matrix and disturbance distribution matrix of appropriate dimensions.
The main objective is to minimize the mean square error (MSE) of the area control error (ACE) due to step type load disturbance [13] [14] [15] . The objective function of the load frequency controller [4] is given by,
Where i -vary from 1 to 2 is the biasing factor. 
Where U Crisp is the output ofthe fuzzy controller, u i denotes the centre of the membership function of the consequent of the i-th rule, μ denotes the membership value for the rule's premise and n reperents the total number of fuzzy rules. In this paper, a two area non reheat interconnected system is used to design and evaluate the effects of the power modulation controller of HVDC link.
The system data are given in the appendix. The simulation study is carried out by the software "Mat lab".
The system is simulated for a step-load such as a large steel roll mill and arc-furnace factory, an increase 10% 
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The ISE and IAE are given as
The performance comparison for the step load disturbance of 10% and 30% are presented in Table-2 
Conclusion:
In this paper, a sophisticated method for stabilizing frequency oscillations in a parallel AC-DC interconnected power system through an HVDC link to stabilize frequency oscillations in AC power system can be achieved. The HVDC power modulation controller is developed by applying decomposition and eigenvalue assignment techniques. By simulation study, the fuzzy logic controller is very effective in suppressing the frequency oscillations caused by rapid load disturbances. For further study, the proposed control design of HVDC link will be extended to stabilize the frequency oscillations in a multi area interconnected power system.
